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WIFI IS AVAILABLE FROM 7AM-MIDNIGHT  

 

September Song 
 

"It Might as Well Rain Until September" is a 1962 
song  originally written for Bobby Vee by Carole 

King and Gerry Goffin. King recorded the demo ver-
sion of the song and it became a hit for her.  

Dawn approaches as we wake up 

Maxine and John enjoying  

the summer sun 

James has 
a little 
brunch 

Mike wants to be a lorry driver  

A bit of street art from Jess, Elle and Cameron 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobby_Vee
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carole_King
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carole_King
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerry_Goffin


 

   

 

IN , OUT AND ABOUT  

 
SUPER-ZERO  

 

Super-Zero, latter-day hero,                                           
spouse of Nero.                                                          

Can’t stay on the straight and narrow;                                   
or tell a cucumber from a marrow                                   
Sings like Hilda, looks like Matilda,                                   

walks like a builder. usually off kilter,                                              
couldn't fill a coffee filter. 

                                                                   
Caped crusader, criminal invader,                            

likes to smile, has had wind for a while.,.                                                                                  
Avoids confrontation, yet seeks approbation,                                                                                 

wishes to save the nation,                                             
whilst minimising expectation.                                              

Tries and fails, goes off the rails,                                    
got no breeze in their sails,                                      

like Richter, goes off the scales.  
 

Super-naught, one further thought,                         
go back to your squat.                                          

and give someone else a losers slot.  
                                                                       

Super-Zero has gone, never saved anyone,                               
couldn't save a paper bag,                                                                 
thank goodness she's gone,                                      

fly the flag! 

Danni, you have q model student, 
and when I say model, I mean it! 

Maxine and Mark, Maxine is both  
colouring and drawing in the garden New client Tim pots the balls for Pool 

Elena practising a bit of Indian Head 

massage 

 

On your bike Phillip, well not today 

Clifford is relaxing at home, and why not!! 

Moses poses 



   IN THE DAY GARDEN 

Ellena chats to 2 staff Who Dunnit? I would hazard a 

guess, Ellena? 

Wayne gives the thumbs up 

on a hot sunny day 

Alex is teaching Ross how to               
skateboard 

Staff Martin doing his Flying 

Scotsman impression, Jimmy 
Michael in the garden with his 

mother 

Carol is ensuring that the building is clean and tidy inside and outside, making sure the and that all 
the weeds are removed, and the floors are clean  



   

August 2, 1776 - In Philadelphia, most of the 55 members of the Continental Congress signed the parchment copy of 
the Declaration of Independence 
 
August 3, 1492 - Christopher Columbus set sail from Palos, Spain, with three ships, Nina, Pintaand Santa Maria. Seeking 
a westerly route to the Far East, he instead landed on October 12th in the Bahamas, thinking it was an outlying Japanese 

NEW 3 BED UNIT CLOSE TO CITY CENTRE 
         

 

http://www.historyplace.com/unitedstates/revolution/decindep.htm

